
When it comes to Groups, especially if it’s your first time attending one, an inviting
atmosphere is one of the most important components. What we seem to give the 
least amount of attention is one of the first things our group members notice. 
Your rooms lighting, smell, or arrangement may not seem like that big of a deal to 
you, but these little things can make a world of difference when it comes to 
making your members feel welcome, invited, and cared for each and every week.

Creating An Inviting Atmosphere

HERE ARE SOME WAYS YOU CAN CREATE THE ULTIMATE 
EXPERIENCE FOR YOUR GROUP:

• Brew Coffee or Bake Cookies! Having a pleasant scent throughout your house

can help members feel more at ease and more comfortable. Who wouldn’t mind

smelling some sweets or a fresh cup of coffee? (If you’re not good at making

either, they sell various scented candles related to these smells!) If it smells like

your Grandma’s house that’s not a bad thing! Everyone feels welcome at

Grandma’s house!

• Clean Up! Take some extra time to clean up your home or meeting location

before your Group meets. You’ll be amazed at how much more attentive your

Group will be in a clean environment. If you’re short on time, remember God

made space under furniture (or closets) for a reason!

• Provide Enough Seating For Your Group! No one wants to be the person

walking in for the first time and feeling the awkwardness of not having a seat to

sit in. Take a few minutes before your members arrive to guarantee all members

will have plenty of space to sit!

• Eliminate Distractions! The number one focus in our Groups is conversation.

One way to make sure group members stay engaged is to eliminate distractions

such as cell phones, loud TV’s, noisy pets, etc. The large majority of our growth

comes from conversation, whether it’s with people or in prayer with God!


